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Stolen statue appears in Off-Campus Board paper
by Doug Ireland
Staff Writer
Photos of a $2,000 6-foot-8
Ronald McDonald statue stolen
from the McDonald's restaurant
in Old Town Sept. 8 appeared in
a UMO student publication
distributed across campus
Wednesday showing the statue
posed in front of several UMO
buildings.
Five photos of the statue,
which was stolen from the
restaurant playground, and
recovered by McDonald's
employees a week ago, appeared
in the September issue of Head-
cheese, published monthly by
the off-campus board.
The photos, which showed
the statue in front of the
Memorial Gym, Fogler Library,
the Maples, the Computer
Center, and the president's
house, were taken and given to
Peter Nielsen, the newspaper's
editor.
"People from the Mascot
Liberation Army came up and
gave them (the photos) to
me," Nielsen said. "They took
it (the statue) from the
McDonald Land playground to
the university."
Nielsen, who refused to
divulge further information on
the Mascot Liberation Army,
said "strangers" from the
organization contacted him
Sept. 9 and gave him a roll of
film that he later developed
himself.
Nielsen said he developed
several photos, including one
which shows two males carrying
the 128-pound fiberglass statue
away from a van.
Nevertheless, police believe
the photos are a hoax.
"The pictures were superim-
posed," said Detective Larry
McLaughlin, of the Old Town
Police Department "You can
quickly see someone was play-
ing with pictures. They did not
put the statue in front of those
places."
Old Town and UMO police
officers concluded the photos
were probably taken in front of
the Stillwater Avenue
restaurant, cut to eliminate
background scenes and
superimposed onto other
photos, McLaughlin said.
Nielsen disagreed.
(see HEIST page 3)
Two members of the Mascot Liberation Army are shown here carrying a Ronald
McDonald statue out of a parked van. Photo courtesy of Headcheese.
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Ex-anchor
woman
gives speech
at Hauck
by Kelly Mullins
Staff Writer
Ex-anchor woman Christine
Craft who sued her former
employee on the charge that she
was demoted for being too old
and unattractive, spoke before
a crowd of 300 Monday night at
Hauck Auditorium.
Craft, who was the first
speaker of the Guest Lecture
Series said, "I didn't know
facial symmetry was a prere-
quisite for journalistic abili-
ty."
Craft said she was demoted
in 1981 from her position as co-
anchor at KMBC-TV in Kansas
City, Mo, because of her unat-
tractiveness and she charged
that her former employer,
Metromedia Inc. ABC, stated
she was she was not sufficient-
ly deferiential to men.
Craft said that she did not
misrepregent herself when she
auditioned for the posistion. "I
told them very clearly that I was
36-years old and had lines, bags
and wrinkles..., " Craft said.
She said, "The representation
that was made to me was that
they liked the way I looked and
that they wouldn't change
me." She said soon after she
was hired she was forced to
wear heavy make-up to correct
what management consultants
thought were facial flaws.
(see SPEECH page 9)
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General Student Senate elections
Voting to take place
despite improprieties
by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate
election will occur Thursday as
planned despite several im-
proprieties in the election pro-
cedure, the Fair Election Prac-
tices Commission chairman
said Wednesday.
Ted Niblett, FEPC chairman
responsible for ensuring a fair
election, said the election will
run as scheduled and as plann-
ed although several complaints
have been filed about the
procedure.
"MI of our purpose, all of
our momemtum is geared
toward tomorrow (Thursday). I
don't want to drag it out
another six days," Niblett
said.
The improprieties concerning
the election procedure all deal
with violations of the FEPC
guidelines, which as part of the
GSS bylaws, are part of the
UMO student government
constitution. _
The first deals with mistakes
in the apportionment of
senators to constituencies.
Niblett had announced the ap-
portionment two weeks ago, us-
ing last year's enrollment figures
as a guide. The FEPC
guidelines state the current
enrollment must be used.
Niblett said the office of the
Registrar said the current enroll-
ment figures were not available.
However, David Webster, vice
president of the Off-Campus
Board, obtained the '85 figures
Wednesday and gave them to
Niblett, student government
President Paul Conway and
GSS President Jon Sorenson.
After an executive meeting,
Niblett said the apportionment
had been changed to reflect the
new figures and that Sorenson
had told him to hold the elec-
tion Thursday.
Conway and Sorenson refus-
ed to comment, with Sorenson
pointing at Niblett, saying, "It's
his job."
The second impropriety deals
with the amount of time the
candidates had to prepare for
the election. FEPC guidelines
state there must be one week of
campaigning between the day
petitions are due and the day of
the elections.
Every candidate for a senate
seat must file a petitions with
-signatures of 25 students, and
those petitions were due Mies-
day, two days before the
election.
"The violations occurred
before anyone knew the election
was going to occur on the
26th," Niblett said. "There
was no way to have the week of
campaigning without postpon-
ing the election."
FEPC guidelines also state
the election must occur the last
Thursday in September.
"What it comes down to is
not a question of whether to
violate the FEPC guidelines but
rather which guidelines to
violate," Isliblett said.
Niblett said the new appor-
tionment would have 23 off-
campus seats rather than 21,
two fraternity seats rather than
(see ELECTION page 2)
Five candidates file
protests, 7 grievances
by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
At least five candidates for
General Student Senate seats in
Thursday's election have filed a
protest concerning the pro-
cedures being used.
The five, all candidates for
off-campus seats, have listed
seven grievances with the pro-
cedures in their protest.
Ted Niblett, chairman of the
Fair Election Practices Com-
mission who is in charge of run-
ning the election, said the pro-
test will be handled by the
newly-elected GSS because
there is no other body which
can rule on the improprieties.
"If that is the finding of the
senate (that the election was un-
constitutional), then we will
deal with it at that time,"
Niblett said. "There is no way
to address these complaints
before the election."
The first grievance states the
FEPC guidelines were violated
because there was not one week
between the day petitions had to
be turned in the day of the elec-
tion. Petitions were due Tues-
day, two days before the
election.
The second grievance says the
advertisement listing polling
places in The Daily Maine
Campus of Sept. 25 was incor-
rect. According to the ad, off-
campus, graduate and fraterni-
ty students may only vote in
Lengyel Gym, although they
may also Note in the Hauck
Auditorium lobby in the
Memorial Union.
The fourth grievance deals
with the allegation Jon Soren-
son, GSS president and student
government vice president told
FEPC chairman Ted Niblett to
hold the election Thursday. The
FEPC guidelines state the
FEPC chairman has the
authority to schedule the elec-
tion at his discretion.
The protest also states rules
of the election were not hand-
ed until 12 1/2 hours before the
polling places opened. The rules
were handed out in a can-
didates' meeting Wednesday
night.
The fifth and sixth grievances
deal with the workings of the
FEPC. The protest states that
beside Niblett there are no
members of the commission
and that as such, by 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, there were not
enough people to man the
ballot boxes in Hauck, Lengyel
and each dining commons.
FEPC guidelines state the com-
mission members, of which
there must be nine, must man
the ballot boxes.
The final grievance states the
candidates were not apprised of
the candidates' meeting
Wednesday night, which was at-
tended by 43 of the 90 can-
didates who had submitted
petitions.
Michael Nordman, one of
the signers of the protest, said
"We're not real pleased with the
way this has been handled. ...
Even should we happen to win
this is a real bogus situation."
(see PROTEST page 2)
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*Election
Niblett said the new apportionment
would have 23 off-campus seats rather
than 21, two fraternity seats rather than
four and 26 dormitory seats rather than
24. Graduate seats remained at four.
Of the 26 dorm seats, every dorm will
(continued from page 1)
have one representative except
Cumberland, Gannett, Hancock, Knox,
Oxford, Somerset and York halls, which
will have two. Balentine and Colvin
halls, Chadbourne and Estabrooke halls
and Hannibal Hamlin and Oak halls will
combine and one representative each.
• 
Protest
Nordman, a non-traditional student
running for a GSS for the first time, said
he was already "fed up" with politics.
"As long as we continue to treat stu-
dent government as so many little fief-
doms supporting our own interests then
students who walk around this campus
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. -
are going to continue to say, "Student
government: what a joke," Nordman
said.
Nordman said he was telling all of the
off-campus candidates who signed his
protest that even if they were elected that
he was planning to call for a new elec-
tion and that he would ask all those who
signed the petition to support him.
Classifieds
LOS1: small, black, mixed puppy named
TWEETY. No collar. Disapeared in the
Stillwater Apts. vicinity. OWNER EX-
TREMELY HEARTBROKEN. Reward!
CALL: 866-3995.
Help Wanted: Campus Corner. Work-Study.
Call Karen at 827-2708.
LOST OR REMOVED FROM MY CAR:
coal black mix puppy. 8 weeks old with a
bandana on her neck. REWARD! CALL:
827-8443. Ask for Liz.
FOUND: Tan & white female att. She has
a pearl collar. Found in South Stevens
hall.Call Steve at 581-1890, & 947-3296.
National Advertising firm seeks represen-
tative from your campus. Post National
clients &handle on-campus promotions. No
direct sales. Excellent opportunity for career.
directed. AVG. $5-6 per hour. Commision
plus piecework. Flexible hours. CALL:
1-800-426-5537, Ask for 'REP JOB'
American Passage Media Corp.
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UMO Orchestra
Holding Auditions
The University of Maine at Orono Orchestra,
under the direction of Assistant Professor Dr.
John Brawand, is holding auditions to secure
additional trumpet, French horn and string
players. The UMO Orchestra is primarily a
student organization which presents
orchestral concerts and concerts
accompanying the UMO choral and drama
organizations.
An audition will be required that is to consist of:
1. A fast movement and
2. A_slow movement of a concerto.
3. An orchestra excerpt available in Lord Hall.
4. Sight reading.
UMO musicians as well
as area musicians
invited to audition. If in-
terested, please
contact Dr. Brawand at
175 Lord Hall.
(207)581-1254.
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Parent's Weekend features new twist
by Rob Hardy
Staff Writer
The 16th annual Parents and Friends
Weekend, scheduled to begin Friday, will
feature a new program called Sunrise
Seminar which allows parents and
friends to attend special classes with
students, said the program's coodinator.
"This is a good opportunity for
parents and friends to attend an
academic experience and meet with staff
and faculty," said Maxine Harrow,
program coordinator and assistant dean
of student services. Sunrise Seminar will
-begin Sunday morning at 10 a.m. with
hourly seminars which include sessions
in art, career planning and placement,
a historical review of UMO, and an in-
formative review of UMO's Women and
— 
Curriculum program, Harrow said.
Sunrise Seminar, however, is only one
of many events planned for this
weekend. "We are trying to offer a com-
prehensive glimpse of campus life which
maintains a wide variety of activities that
all add up to making the university the
place that it is," Harrow said.
Some students are also looking for-
•Heist
ward to the upcoming Parents and
Friends Weekend.
"I enjoy the weekend because it gives
my parents a great opportunity to set the
campus," said senior Beth Fowler. She
also said her parents have been up for
the past three years and strongly recom-
mends that parents of freshmen visit.
Joseph McCluskey a junior, agreed
that parents should visit their sons and
daughters during the special weekend.
"It gives parents who are alumni a
chance to see how the university has
changed over the years," McCluskey
said.
A-major highlight, scheduled for this
weekend, is the Organizational Fair to be
held on the mall beginning Saturday
morning and continuing throughout the
afternoon.
"This year's Organizational Fair will
include activities we have had in the past
which have been highly successful,"
said William Lucy, associate dean of stu-
dent activities and organizations.
For the "largest weekend event of the
year," Lucy said he expects presenta-
tions by 100 students organizations with
a visitor turnout of between 6,000 and
7,000.
The purpose of Organizational Fair
goes hand-in-hand with the entire
weekend, Lucy said.
The Organizational Fair "gives
parents, new students, and old students
an opportunity to see the many student
organizations we have, and how they can
plan their non-academic planning in a
positive way by affiliating with these
groups and organizations," Lucy said.
The Organizational Fair has become
one of the the biggest events of its kind
in Maine, Lucy said.
Live entertainment will include
bluegrass music by the Kennebec Valley
Boys and by Soundtrac. Performances by
the Black Bears Marching Band and
University Singers will also take place.
One of the most popular features is
the parachute landing of Bananas the
Bear, which Lucy said would take place
during Maine's football game with
Boston University.
A complete schedule of Parents and
Friends Weekend can be obtained from
the information booth in the Memorial
Union or from Lucy's office on the se-
cond floor of the Memorial Union.
"It was not superimposed," Nielsen
said. "The pictures speak for
themselves."
The statue was stolen between 2:30
and 4:45 a.m., Sept. 8, McLaughlin said.
Nielsen said the photos were taken at 6
a.m. the day of the heist and given to
him within 24 hours.
Nielsen declined to comment further.
McDonald's employees recovered the
statue late last week from the parking lot
of Four Corners Pizza next door, after
receiving a tip from an unknown infor-
mant, said McDonald's closing manager,
who refused to give her name.
"Someone called us and said they were
from the Mascot Liberation Army and
that it was in the parking lot," she
said. The statue was erected Monday and
bolted in place, she said.
McLaughlin said that since the statue
is worth more than $1,000, stealing it is
a felony theft, which carries a penalty of
up to five years in prison.
(continued from page 1)
This Ronald McDonald statue appeared in five pictures located at dif-
ferent places on campus in Headcheese. Photo courtesy of Headcheese.
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World/U.S. News
Rescuers continue to search for quake victims
MEXICO CITY (AP) — They speak
many languages, the tireless rescuers
from here and abroad, but they work
against inexorable time with the single
aim of finding those whose luck or will
has kept them alive for days under the
rubble from two earthquakes.
The odds are against them, and they
know it.
Wednesday was the sixth day since a
powerful earthquake turned hundreds of
buildings in the heart of the city into
heaps of debris, and the fifth since
another great shock added to the
destruction.
President Miguel de la Madrid said
Wednesday that demolition of partially
wrecked buildings will be done cautious-
ly, to avoid endangering people who still
may be alive under the rubble. "The
priority is saving lives," he said. "A
precipitious action might cause the
deaths of trapped people."
The rescue teams use an array of
equipment, induding supersensitive
listening devices and huge cranes, but
Nine Ku Klux Klan members
indicted for violating rights
WASHINGTON (AP) — Culminating
a two-year investigation, the Justice
Department announced Wednesday the
indictment of nine Ku Klux Klan
members on charges they conspired to
violate the rights of blacks and whites
who were living or socializing together.
The indictment, stemming from an in-
vestigation of racial violence in North
Carolina during 1982, also charged the
nine defendants with committing per-
jury before a federal grand jury by de-
nying any knowledge or involvement in
a series or cross-burnings.
Since 1979, Attorney General William
Bradford Reynolds said, the department
has prosecuted more than 150 people, in-
cluding at least 84 KKK members, in
racial violence cases.
Among those indicted were Jerry
Douglas Suits, identified as the titan, or
leader, of the White Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan in Iirdell County; and his
wife, Mary Vestal Suits, said to be queen
kleagle, or leader, of the women's unit
of the Klan.
The conspiracy count charged the
defendants with plotting "to threaten
and intimidate several black and white
residents of the two counties because of
their interracial cohabitation or frater-
nization."
Hurricane Gloria headed
toward East Coast
one of the most powerful storms ever 
Neil Frank, director of the NationalMIAMI (AP) — Hurricane Gloria,
recorded in the open Atlantic, spared the 
Hurricane Center in nearby Coral
Gables.
Bahamas and headed for the East Coast 
on Wednesday as it spun across the sea
with 150 mph winds.
Officials in coastal states began tak-
ing precautions, and campers ,were
evacuated from one coastal island. A
hurricane watch was posted for North
Carolina's vulnerable barrier islands and
parts of Virginia and South Carolina.
"Some place along the East Coast of
the United States is going to be threaten-
ed by this storm, and very quickly, " if 15 mph and was expected to turn nor-
the storm's path doesn't chan e, thward and increase its forward s ed.
Mi‘ All\-T411101. r--441I41111\ IIMr4111\
Frank said that even if Gloria's winds
weaken before landfall, which could
come by Friday at a site yet uncertain,
it might attain such a fast forward speed
that it could be just as dangerous
because there would be less time to
evacuate.
At 3 p.m. EDT, Gloriac eye was about
575 miles south-southeast of Cape Hat-
teras, N.C. It was moving northwest at
Evergreen Apartments
New, one-bedroom apartments
furnishe&tb
accommodate two people, on-site
laundry and full basement
for private storage. Located
in a forest setting.
Call:
RI. Realty Management
942-4815
trr 1141111r 1•1111r MOW \NI
most of the work is sweat and muscle,
with simple tools.
The dogs have qualities that cannot be
built into machines. It was a German
shepherd named Bobby who pawed and
sniffed through rubble Monday and
found Patricia Aguirre., 20 months old.
"Basically it entails hand work,"
said Dennis Pierce, of Banning, Calif.,
one of about 15 U.S. Forest Service
firefighters from that state who are here
to help. "There are small pockets where
people are still alive. It's very fragile. You
can't get in with heavy equipment."
Officials said Tuesday as many as 30
people still might be alive under the
12-story Juarez Hospital, which was
smashed into a pile of masonry by the
first quake.
A French rescue worker said: "The
biggest problem here is the large size and
height of the hospital building. There are
a lot of pipes with oxygen and there is
the risk of explosion. It is very dangerous
in there.
Plane nearly forced
into Potomac by helicopter
WASHINGTON (AP) — An air
traffic controller gave a helicopter
take off clearance that allowed it to
take a conflicting path with an
Eastern Airlines Boeing 727, forcing
the jetliner to abort its liftoff and skid
within 40 yards of the Potomac River,
federal officials said Wednesday.
No one was injured in the incident
Tuesday evening at National Airport
outside Washington, but federal air
safety experts said it put renewed
focus on the problem of hazardous
conflicts at busy airports.
N'TSB investigators, who have ex-
amined tapes of communications bet-
ween the airport tower and the
helicopter in Tuesday's incident, said
the controller had thought she had
given the helicopter pilot clearance to
depart in a direction away from the
main runway being used for takeoff
by the Eastern jet.
But an examination of the tapes
showed that the pilot had received a
general departure clearance — and no
specific instructions to avoid the main
runway — for a route that normally
would take him across the runway,
said NTSB spokesman Bill Bush.
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PARENTS AND FRIENDS'
PLANT SALE
SEPT. 24- 28
• Hauck Auditorium Lobby and Patio
• Saturday Sept. 28 on the Mall
Plants for '1.49 and up
Also:
Cut Flowers
Mugs Supplies
India Prints
Assorted Plant
*Don't forget to pick up a corsage on the
Mall for Saturday's game!!
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NEWS BRIEFS
Police barred from
assaulting activists
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
(AP) — A judge on Wednesday bar-
red police from assaulting jailed ac-
tivists after a white government doc-
tor testified that hundreds of her in-
mate patients were brutally assaulted.
Dr. Wendy On said prisoners she
treated in Port Elizabeth had bruises
and wounds showing they were
"systematically assaulted and abused
after their arrest. "
Judge J.P.G. Eksteen's order
covered all prisoners held under
emergency powers in the Port
Elizabeth and Uitenhage regions of
the eastern Cape Province.
It was the first time a court issued
a restraining order against police
abuse of prisoners held under South
Africa's 9-week-old state of
emergency.
Talks begin on
resolving MIAs issue
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) —
Technical teams from the United States
and Vietnam on Wednesday began three
days of talks on resolving the issue of
Americans still missing from the Viet-
nam war, the US. Embassy said.
The discussions in Hanoi were ex-
pected to take up a Vietnamese plan to
resolve the issue within two years, which
was presented to an American delegation
in Hanoi Aug. 28-29.
The meeting is the fourth regular
technical session this year and the third
since Vietnem agreed in March to in-
crease the frequency of such meetings
from four annually to at least six.
It was not known whether the team,
headed by Lt. Col. Joe Harvey, would
be taken to crash sites or be given re-
mains or information about the nearly
2,500 American MIAs in Indochina.
San Fransisco faces
$75 million deficit
SAN FRANSISCO (AP) — San
Fransisco faces a $75 million deficit
next year that could lead to the layoff
of 800 employees from a city work
force of 25,000, according to Mayor
Dianne Feinstein.
"There is, as far as I can. see, no
recourse," the mayor said Thesday.
"We're looking at $28 million in
layoffs next year. "
She blamed the problem on reduc-
tions in federal aid and a $28 million-
plus comparable-worth pay measure
approved recently by the Board of
Supervisors.
"There is no way to avoid layoffs
with the comparable-worth package
still in effect," she said.
The latest deficit projection is part
of a budget report to be given to the
board. The report was prepared by the
mayor, the city controller and the
supervisors' budget analyst.
San Fransisco will lose $21 million
in federal aid next year, wcording to
the report.
Big turnout for
English Wine Run
ALFRISIDN, England (AP) —
More than 70 teams left at dawn
Wednesday in the Great English Wine
Run, a race to Paris with cargoes of
English wine
The run, a British imitation of the
annual race to England with the new
Beaujolais vintage, began at the head-
quarters of the English Vineyards
Association.
Teams taking part include the Gobi
Desert Canoe Club and the Invade
and Conquer France Soddy.
Transport includes vintage cars,
motorbikes, a moving van, private
planes and even a bedstead.
One entrant is sending his wine to
Paris via New York on the supersonic
Concorde jetliner to show that it
"travels" well.
French name new
secret service head
PARIS (AP) — The government on
Wednesday named army chief of staff
Gen. Rene Imbot to head the secret ser-
vice and ordered him to clean up the
agency and report fully on its role in the
bombing of a Greenpeace protest ship.
Imbot, 60, a Foreign Legion veteran
who recently completed a controversial
army reorganization, was appointed at
a Cabinet meeting to replace Adm..
Pierre Lacoste, who was fired last week
for refusing to answer questions about
the affair.
The authoritative daily Le Monde said
Premier Laurent Fabius was convinced
that Charles Hernu, who stepped down
as defense minister last week over the
scandal, gave an order that led to the
bombing July 10.
++++++++++++++++4.+++++++++++.++++++
THE NEWMAN CENTER
presents
JOURNEY IN fAlTH
an opportunity to learn, share, worship,to journey
together to a deeper understanding of the Roman
Catholic faith. The program which will consist of
gatherings twice a month is designed for people
who are interested in becoming Catholics or desire
to strengthen and renew their Catholic faith.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL AND/OR REGISTER AT
THE NEWMAN CENTER BEFORE
OCTOBER 1st. 866-2155
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U.S., Soviet leaders hopeful
about summit meetings
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Voicing
optimism that they could produce
results, Secretary of State George P.
Schultz and Soviet Foreign Minister
Eduard A. Shevardnadze met Wednes-
day to try to narrow differences before
the November U.S.-Soviet summit
meeting.
Schultz was asked at the start if he ex-
pected the scheduled four-hour session
to produce results. "Of course," he
told reporters. Shevardnadze said that,
for the Soviet side, "we always count for
the best. "
But he was evasive when asked if he
was bringing a new arms control pro-
posal to discuss with Shultz on Wednes-
day and with President Reagan in
Washington on Friday.
Reagan is to meet with Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev in Geneva Nov.
19-20, and the meetings at the United
Nations and in Washington this week are
regarded as serving to signal whether the
summit can be successful.
In Washington, Reagan said he is
ready to discuss in detail "any serious
proposal" about reducing nuclear
weaporary. But the administration made
it clear the real bargaining should be
reserved for the Geneva negotiations.
A breakthrough at the arms control
talks could help ensure the success of the
Reagan-Gorbachev summit. But Soviet
officials were keeping Washington guess-
ing on whether Shevardnadze carried
such a plan.
Speaking for Shultz, State Depart-
ment spokesman Charles Redman said
liresday that U.S. officials had detected
from Shevardnadzes U.N. speech -flies-
day an indication that Moscow planned
to unveil a new proposal in Geneva soon.
World oil reserves to last
. •
until mid-21st century
WASHINGTON (AP) — The world
appears to have enough oil to last until
the mid-21st century, the U.S. Geological
Survey said Wednesday.
But, it said, because most of the
known and undiscovered reserves are
found principally in the Middle East,
Americans can expect to face several
repetitions of the energy crises of 1970.
"The most important conclusions of
our study is that the Middle East increas-
ingly will monopolize world petroleum
supplies," said Charles Masters, the
chief author of the report. "Even with
continued frontier exploration effort and
success, that distribution reality is not
likely to change."
The study said discoveries of new oil
appear to be on a permanent decline
from a high of some 35 billion barrels
per year in the 1950s to between 19
billion barrels annually iu-icent years.
COLLEGE PARK
1 Bedroom Apts. Walking
distance to UMO. 9 month
lease $350 plus. For rental
info call 947-1271.
Given this trend, it said, "we can pro-
ject the potential for substantial oil
discovery and produLtion to the middle
of the 21st century."
World oil reserves now total 723
billion barrels, about a 36-year supply,
the report said. It estimated un-
discovered resources at 550 billion bar-
rels, about half the amount already
found or drilled.
Electrolysis
means only
one thing.
Permanent
removal of
your unwanted
hair.
Cl
Let the professionals
help you look and feel great!
G8iiiri&-861*Iirer
%311ii/V11/4314'
esperienced electrolysis specialist.'
942-0781
.BENJAMIN'S
123 Franklin St., Bangor Across from
Public Library
PARENT'S WEEKEND
Dining Room Is Serving:
Friday: 5-10
Saturday: 3-10
GOURMET BUFFET $8.95
(All You Can Eat!)
8 oz. SIRLOIN STEAK $5.95
Includes Garden Salad and choice of Baked
Potato, Rice Pilaf or Steak Fries.
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL: 942-7492
•
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Editorial 
Coaching blunder
In July the state legislature denied UMO ofadditional revenue. In that decision the BlackBears two-time New England Wrestling Coach of
the Year, Nick Nicolich, lost his position.
Athletic Director Stu Haskell had proposed to the
legislature to increase the wrestling budget to a modest
$17,000 to $19,000. This would have given Nicolich a
full-time job whereas the two seasons before he was a
"part-time" coach; a student-coach who made only
$1,750.
Nicolich graduated in May. He no longer could
donate his time and energy to the wrestling team and to
the university unless he was holding a full-time job with
which he could support his family.
Haskell had plans of giving Nicolich other duties
besides a wrestling coach to justify the higher paid
position. The legislature, however, had other ideas.
This happened because as Haskell said, "If wrestling
was a sport that generated ....ticket sales," a full-time
coaching position would be justified, " but
unfortunately it's one of those sports that doesn't.
"I can't criticize the university because they were well-
meaning," Haskell added. "They tried to get us
additional revenue from Augusta (the legislature)."
Just when UMO wrestling was pining respect in New
England the sport was left stunted.
"The wrestling program hasn't changed any," Haskell
said. "It's just we were not able to increase the budget.
We still have high hopes to continue a successful
program."
•
A successful program on $1,750? Without a
permanent coach? Nicolich proved he belongs, but now
his seat is empty. Why?
On October 8 a selection committee, formed to find a
new coach and headed by Woody Carville,. the associate
director of physical education and athletics, closes its
deadline for applicants. Carville said he hopes to have
all the applicants interviewed by then with Isficolich's
successor named shortly thereafter.
But as Haskell said, "We're going to have to work
hard to find a competent replacement. It doesn't mean
we can."
The wrestling team's problem may not end with the
naming of Nicolich's successor. If another student-coach
is hired when that individual graduates the position will
be left vacant once more.
But Nicolich should never have left. Under his
guidance the Black Bears finished second in the New
England Championships last year held in the Memorial
Gymnasium.-In addition, two individuals competed in
the nationals and four wrestled on the Division I All-
Star team. Those achievements are just the beginning.
To be fair to the athletes something has to be done.
As Nicolich said, "Maine has to make a commitment.
Do they want a quality wrestling team? They can have
one.'
. -
-
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Jerry Tourigny
Ronald McHeist
He stood there for years. Fixed in
his upright position never leaving his
post. Never moving so much as an
inch. With his arm raised in the air
he welcomed billions and billions of
hungry souls to his humble abode.
And then on the morning of Sept.
8, on a day that will live in infamy,
he disappeared His whereabouts were
unknown. Local police had no leads.
The symbol of an American institu-
tion was gone.
Somebody kidnapped Ronald
McDonald.
How could someone do that? Few
may know the answer, but
nonetheless somebody, a band of
ruthless rebels no doubt, before the
break of dawn on that cold fall _
ning, abducted Ronald McDonald,
taking him away from his Stillwater
Avenue home
For a while the situation looked
,hopeless. Old Town Sgt. Stephen
Hatch was quoted in the Sept. 18 edi-
tion of The Daily Maine Campus as
saying, "We have no new leads, and
nobody has called about (his)
whereabouts . . ."
National Guardsmen were called in
to conduct an extensive search of the
area but despite valiant efforts, not a
trace of Ronald was found.
But on Tuesday, Sept. 24, in the
Off-Campus Board newspaper Head-
cheese, the answer became known.
Ronald McDonald was kidnapped
and forced, at gunpoint, to take pro-
motional pictures for the University
of Maine at Orono.
Ronald was forced to take photos
glamorizing UMO's Black Bear in
front of the Memorial Gymnasium.
He was forced to pose in front of the
library, the computer center, the presi-
dent's house' and the philosophy
department.
It's a sad day when it comes to
these drastic actions. But now, the
ordeal for Ronald McDonald is over.
Ronald is back home now. Safe and
sound. He is back in the place where
he had always been, always wanted to
be and always belonged.
The nightmare is over for the red-
headed clown, but the frightening
memories will live on with Ronald
McDonald forever. Nothing is no
longer sacred. When the existence of
a legend like Ronald McDonald is
threatened, you know no one is safe.
The question is who will be next.
Will it be the Hamburglar or Captain
Crook? My money is on the
Grimmace.
Jerry 7burkny is a junior majoring
in journalism and political science
from Sanford, Maine.
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Response
when writing
lhe Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel
Lack of direction
To the editor:
I've been thinking about stu-
dent government, now don't
think I'm crazy or anything, it's
just my job. I'm president of the
Off-Campus Board, and frank-
ly, I'm disgusted with the ex-
ecutives of student government.
At the beginning of this
semester the OCB was charged
with "an apparent lack of direc-
tion," but as I stated — I've
been thinking. Who really lacks
direction? The answer is Paul
Conway, Jon Sorenson and
their endless assortment of
clones.
Paul's first and last achieve-
ment was snowing the student
body into voting for him on a
professionalism, no bickering
platform this spring. (Jon was
just along for the ride). Of
course, after taking office their
incompetence was soon realiz-
ed. Paul's campaign promises
are not even on the horizon.
What happened to student
surveys and the recreation fee?
Granted the recreation fee is a
bad idea but he could at least
try.
He could also try not just
calling by talking to the ad-
ministration on this campus,
because it's clear Paul and Jon
don't. Look at the $75,000
blunder with the student
government allocation or their
current election woes. Both of
which could have been averted
by establishing a working rela-
tionship with the administration
instead of making quizzical
phone calls and writing ar-
rogently memcis. Presidents and
VicePresidents shouldn't be
afraid of a little leg-work.
I'd like to see more personal
student government executives,
what's with the "dosed door
policy" in their office and mak-
ing appointments? I wonder
what they really do in there —
Parcheesi? I also noticed that
Paul and Jon only get their pic-
tures in the paper during stu-
dent government scandals and
for guys who are big on PR
that's just plain bad.
Glenn Cox
Disgruntled constituent
Where's the board?
To the editor:
As President of the Home
Computer User's Group of
UMO, I am wondering what
happened to my letter from
Paul T. Conway that was sup-
posed to "urge" me to run for
the Student Senate. He stated in
The Daily Maine Campus that
he sent these letters to all R.A's,
R.D's, board and club members,
yet not even one person in all of
our membership received such
a letter. We even went through
the trouble of 'obtaining
preliminary club approval from
the General Student Senate last
year so we would receive such
literature. At that time Jon
Sorenson said that our club was
a "fantastic idea."
By the way, what happened
to the Board of Student
Organizations that was suppos-
ed to represent clubs? A
member of our club called who
Paul T. Conway said was chair-
man of the Board of Student
Organizations. This person's
first response was, "Board of
What?" Five months after he
was supposedly appointed to
this position. That's teamwork.
With things like this, and the
botching of this fall's senate
elections, it's not difficult to see
why our student government is
in such a disastrous state. If
Comments were misleading
To the editor:
After reading the front page
of Sept. 25th's The Daily Maine
Campus, I did not know
whether to laugh at the in-
competence of the Con-
way/Sorenson administration
or cry over the injustice being
done to the student body. First,
I would like to thank The Cam-
pus for accurately quoting me;
second, I would like to point
that Ted Niblett is an honest _
student trying his best. But
some of the comments made by
Conway and Sorenson in
Wednesday's paper and earlier
editions are totally misleading.
Conway keeps referring to cli-
ques that have dominated ad-
ministrative appointments; yet,
he fails to mention that his
friends, ex-Presidents Ritzi and
Freshley, have been making
those very appointments with
advice from their assistant for
the last two years. Guess who
that assistant was? That's right
Paul Conway.
Conway and Sorenson did
not want to reapportion the
senate seats with the proper
data. At the same time they
claim to have stamped out
special interests. However, is it
coincidental that Oxford Hall
and fraternities gain by im-
proper apportionments as was
originally intended? Of course,
Conway is from Oxford and
Sorenson is from the frater-
nities. Special interests, indeed.
The very fact that Sorenson
thought that the election should
go on as planned after problems
Frivolous accusations
To the editor:
Due to the recent fuss about
big name concerts at UMO, I
felt that as last year's SEA presi-
dent, I am compelled to res-
pond to these frivolous
accusations.
SEA has put choosing the
best bands possible within
financial restrictions and
limited facilities. SEA would
like nothing more than to bring
big name bands to UMO, but
unfortunately, many factors
prevent this
I. SEA can only choose
among bands that happen to be
touring in this area at this par-
ticular time, and are also will-
ing to travel up here to perform.
2. SEA's $20,000 concert
budget prevents hiring bands
that will cost much more than
that. Well established bands
typically change between
$25,000 — $40,000 for the ar-
tists fee alone. SEA cannot af-
ford to risk thousands of dollars
that it just doesn't have.
-things continue to —ruifin the
way they are now, perhaps Con-
way and Sorenson will consider
applying to the governor for
emergency funding under state
disaster area provisions. This
would be their first
achievement.
Last year I hoped that our af-
filiation with UMO student
government would boost our
image. I just hope now that it
doesn't irreparably damage it.
Dennis L Hutchins
President, Home Computer
Users Group of UMO
3. SEA decides ticket prices
by dividing seating capacity by
the total cost leaving about a 5
percent safety margin. Chang-
ing less would be a financial
suicide.
4. UMO does not have a
facility with enough seating
capacity to afford a big name
band without changing about
$20 a ticket just to break even.
To make matters worse, these
facilities are notorious for lousy
acoustics.
5. Other schools have much
more money and can afford to
take risks. Schools such as
UNH and UVM pay about $100
activity fees while we pay only
S35. Their student bodies are
much less conservative and
realize that $11 tickets are infact,
a bargain. Incidentally, General
Public sold out at UMass and
UVM in only a few weeks.
No matter what band we
choose, we are risking
thousands of dollars trying to
SEA: Choice is yours
lb the editor:
In response to all UMO
students, we at Student Enter-
tainment and Activities (SEA)
have always tried to represent
the student populace as well as
possible concerning musical,
theatrical and film entertain-
ment. SEA tries to get the most
entertainment from its limited
resources. Besides having open
meetings (Wednesdays at 6:30),
our third floor office is always
open throughout the week for
student participation. Now we
have made it easier for you to
express your opinions. From 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. on Saturday at
the Organizational fair, SEA
with the following is disturbing:
BCC, off-campus voting loca-
tions, improper appropriations,
improper petition procedures,
improper campaign schedules,
lack of check-off lists, etc.
Last week the Con-
way/Sorenson administration
said that a $75,000 dieck would
not be available. This week they
said that registration materials
necessary for proper appropria-
tion of senate seats would not
be available until mid-October.
Both were obviously not true
because I produced them.
Maybe Conway/Sorenson
should regroup and come back
in mid-October.
David Webster
Off Campus
please as many people as possi-
ble. This has proven over the
years to be virtually impossible.
In '83284 SEA lost over $30,000
(over half its budget), on con-
certs such as REM, B-52s,
George Carlin, and Bonnie
Raitt. This left absolutely no
money left for concerts last
year. Fortunately, we found
some promoters who were as
naive as we in thinking they
could actually make a profit on
a concert at UMO.
After losing about $4,000 on
the FIXX, the promoters still
hadn't given up hope. After los-
ing over $10,000 on General
Public they won't be back. Nor
will anyone else. I certainly can't
blame them. But I do extend an
open invitation to all the cynical
experts out there to join SEA
and start making miracles.
Wade Blau fuss
Former SEA President
will be taking surveys for
available concerts and films.
The choices will be yours!
Pete Buotte
Publicity Manager (SEA)
Robert Pfister
Concert Co-Chairman (SEA)
'Ara
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Magazine
The lady's a journalist
despite the stereotype
by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
The lady is not bitter, because
bitter is what women who have
had to deal with what she has had
to deal with are characterized as.
But she is indignant, "damn in-
dignant" as she says, because of
her treatment by the United States
judicial system.
Christine Craft, on Campus
Wednesday for her speech as part
of the Guest Lecture Series, says
she is not "litigious by nature, and
I'm not a troublemaker," but
she's gained her notoriety as a
woman fighting for a principle.
Craft was co-anchor at KMBC-
TV in Kansas City in 1981 when
she was told she was too old, too
unattractive and not sufficiently
deferential to men. She subse-
quently sued Metromedia, Inc., the
owner of the station for fraud, sex
discrimation and for equal pay, of
which Metromedia was found guil-
ty of the first two.
After one appellate court upheld
the ruling, a second overturned the
decision, prompting Craft to ap-
peal to the U.S. Supreme Court.
So, out of a job, and because the
$500,000 she was awarded wasn't
real, "incredibly broke," Craft
has turned to the lecture circuit to
recoup some costs as sell as keep
her name in the forefront
nationally.
The first thing you notice about
Craft is how sharp she is, both
intelligence-wise as wed as in her
convictions. She is a journalist,
strong in her beliefs of the role of
the media and of television jour-
nalism, and proud of it.
"We're (the media) not there to
give people what they want, we're
not there to titillate them. We're
there to give them news," Craft
said.
She has a great deal of contempt
for the -nubile young vixens"
found throughout the nation's
television newscasts, constantly
playing to the male co-anchor's in-
telligence, as well as the news direc-
tors controlling those broadcasts,
who are caught betvveen sales
directors looking for reasons such
as "bubbleheaded beach blondes"
to attract advertisers and general
managers seeing only the
profit-line.
"They're selling news as a pro-
duct. That's frightens me," Craft
said.
(see CRAFT page 9)
Seniors
 
VOTE!
All seniors don't forget
* to vote for YOUR Senior
:Council Representatives in the
Memorial Union
Sept. 26, 1985 4(
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
:ALL STUDENTS - don't forget:
:to vote in Student Government
:Elections in the Union, Lengyel:
Gym and all dining commons.
Communique
Thursday, September 26
FOCUS Plant Sale (through Sept. 27). Hauck Auditorium Lobby. All Day.
Basics of Supervision For First-Level Supervisors. Lown Rooms, Memorial
Union. 9 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Exploring Data Base Management In The Office (register with CID).
Featuring dbase II. Hilltop Conference Room, Hilltop Commons. 9 a.m.-4
Career Planning Workshop: Cover Letters. Wingate Hall Basement. 11 a.m.
Non-Traditional Students Lounge. South Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
AL-ANON Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial Union. 11 a.m.
Meeting for UMO Students who are dyslexic Old Town Room, Memorial
Union. 3-5 p.m.
Back in School Workshop. "I Don't Have Time For Everything." A time
management workshop. South Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union. 12:15 p.m.
The Xeditor. Part 2. 227 Neville Hall. 3:30-5:30 p.m.
Botany and Plant Pathology Seminar. Dr. Timothy Fahey, Cornell Univer-
sity: "Nutrient Cycling in Lodgepole Pine Stands, Wyoming." 113 Deering
Hall. 4:10 p.m.
(continued on page 9)
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A special showing of
Geiger Classics the Ultimate
in Fashion for Women
-Friday, Sept. 27 - 4-8 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 28
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
A free Geiger Jacket will be given away
to one of the people coming in and
signing up
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WORD PROCESSING
Thesis, Reports, Resumes, Manuscripts
Rapid Turn Around and Competitive Pricing
Cost Effective Editing and Redrafting
Letter Quality Printing and Spelling Verification
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(continued from page 8)
Bible Study. Sponsored by MCA South Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.6:30 p.m.
Distinguished Lecture Series: Jean Auel, author of Clan of the Cave Bear
and Valley of the Horses: "Reconstructing Human Prehistory. " Co-
sponsored by the Center for the Study of Early Man. 101 Neville Hall. 8 p.m.
Friday, September 27
President's Open Office Hour. Aillmni Hall. 11 am.
Moslem Friday Prayer. Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union. Noon.
Forestry Scaninar. Dr. Malcom L. Hunter: "Forests, Forestry and Wildlife
Diversity." 204 Nutting Hall Noon.
T.G.I.F. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union. 12:15 p.m.
English Lecture. Professor Derek Pearsall, Harvard. "Versions of Comedy
in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. 227 Neville Hall. 3:10 p.m.
Planetarium Show. "Comet Halley: Once in a Lifetime." Wingate Hall.
Admission. 7:30 p.m.
Fo'c'sle. Lown Rooms, Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
Concert. Al Cohn, saxophonist. Lord Hall Recital Hall. Admission
$3.50— public, $1.50—students and senior citizens. 8 p.m.
Arts Alive! Josh Logan and Friends: "I Remember It Well." Hauck
Auditorium. Admission $12.50—public, $11—faculty/staff, $9—UMO
students. 8 p.m.
Saturday, September 28
FOCUS Plant Sale. On the Mall. All day.
Parents and Friends Weekend (through Sept. 29). Complete schedules
available from Student Services. All day.
Family Entertainment Series. Celebration Mime Theatre. Lec-
ture/demonstration. Hauck Auditorium. Admission. 1 p.m.
Parents and Friends Weekend Liturgy and Reception. Newman Center. 4:30
p.m
SEA Movie: "Taxi Driver." 101 Neville Hall. Admission $2.50—public,
$2—UMO I.D. Shows at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
FOCUS Parents and Friends Weekend Concert/Dance with 20th Century
Music Ensemble and Sound Trac. Memorial Gym. Admission $3. Starts at
8 p.m.
Arts Alive! Tony Montanaro & the Celebration Theatre Ensemble. Hauck
Auditorium. $10—public, $8.50—faculty/staff, $5—UMO students. 8 p.m.
Sunday, September 29
Parents and Friends Weekend Liturgy & Reception. Newman Center. 9:30
a.m. and 11:30 am.
WERE FIGHTING FOR
NOUR LIFE
American Heart lip
Association
Old Town
Auto Sales
578 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town, Maine
827-8249
'73 VW Beetle
'76 Ford Granada
'77 Chrysler Cordoba
'80 Mercury Capri
'80 Chevy Camaro
'80 Citation
'81 Chevy Camaro
'81 Citation
'81 Mercury Lynx
MANY MORE .
TO CHOOSE FROM
50's AND 60's
CARS A SPECIALTY
• Speech
She then sued Metromedia on charges
of fraud, sex discrimination and pay
violations. In 1983 the Federal District
Court in Kansas City, Mo., found
Metromedia guilty of fraud and made an
advisory on sex dicrirnination. Craft was
awarded $500,000 in damages.
Craft said that after winning two
seperate jury verdicts, the 8th Circuit
Court of Appeals, on June 28, threw out
everything previously awarded. Craft is
now planning to file a case with the U.S.
Supreme Court based on the 7th amend-
ment denial of a jury.
' Craft said, "I have taken all the cor-
rect proper steps. I won two jury verdicts
that mean nothing."
At a press conference held earlier
Craft told reporters that she is fighting
this battle on many levels.
"Our job is to educate the public to
bring the truth. We're not there to give
the public what they want, we're not
there to titillate them, we're there to give
the news," Craft said.  
Craft said that during her nine-month
tenure KMBC's ratings rose from second
to first place.
Craft said that one of the reasons she
was demoted was because she was not
derferential to men. She came across as
being too assertive and intelligent.
"The principle has always been
foremost. Its about the whole issue of
deference based on gender," Craft
said.
(continued from page 1)
When working at KMBC-TV Craft
said she made $35,000 while her co-
anchor maded $80,000 for doing the
same job.
Craft said that speaking at colleges
has enabled her to help finance her legal
fees. She also said, "It's real important
to tell the gory and to get ideas out to
the students because that's how social
change happens."
Craft said she had the purest ideas of
what television should be. She said she
thinks that it is a sacred trust and that
most Americans get their information
and images that form society from televi-
sion news.
Guest Lecture Series member Laurie
Collins said that in being a broadcasting
major she was very influential in bring-
ing Christirr Craft to the UMO campus.
Collins said, "Hopefully students
will open their eyes and see that once
they leave campus that gender and race
discrimination is alive and must be con-
fronted."
Craft, who is 40, began her journalism
career at the late age of 30. She worked
in a variety of positions including
weather person, film shooter and news
reporter. In 1976-77 she hosted the
"Women in Sports" segment of CBS
Sports Spectacular.
She is now living in Santa Barbara,
Calif. and has just finished writing a
book of her experiences.
*Craft
After spending a short amount
of time with Craft, it's easy to see
why she would bother television
news directors, why she became
known not for her ability, but
rather for her demotion as a news
co-anchor.
She's intelligent, she's opi-
nionated, she's (by her own admis-
sion) egotistical, but she's a hard-
nosed journalist, something
almost all local television news
reporters and many network
reporters aren't. At 1CMBC, she
said she wasn't afraid to go out
and cover the story herself,
something no female anchors in
(continued from page 8)
KC did before she was there, but
something they now do.
But all she wants is to be treated
like a journalist, regardless of
gender, creed or color, able to go
out, cover tough stories, with
strong journalistic integrity.
"I refuse to accept second-class
citizenship (because I am a
woman)," she said. "That is just
as galling to me now as it was four
years ago."
Because of "two stupid men" in
Kansas City, Missouri, the televi-
sion news industry is much worse
off without Christine Craft.
Your ticket to the top ...
A Sugarloaf/USA
College Student Season Pass
Only 199.00 .44,
if purchased before
September 30, 1985
Or 225.00 with
purchase before
October 31, 1985
Sugarloaf/USA Party Night!
Thursday, September 26th, 7-9 p.m.
Damn Yankee Room - Memorial Union
Great Door Prizes! Ski Film! -
Cash Per
Some mountains have all the fun.
Si igirloaf/USA • Kingfield, Maine 04947 • 207-237-2000
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Sports
UMO midfielder Scott Atherley drives past a Thomas'
defender in Wednesday's 1-0 loss at Thomas. (Valenti photo)
L &A Market
Mill St.,Orono
Humpty Dumpty 99c
8 oz. bags
Hires
Rootbeer & Orange Crush 
 
99c
2 liter plus tax & dep.
Slice & Diet Slice 
 
994
2 liter plus tax & dep
Busch & Natural Lite 
 
$4.25
12 oz. cans/12 pack plus tax & dep.
Coors & Coors Light $5.25
12 oz. cans/12 pack plus tax & dep.
Schwepp's Ginger Ale 2/89c
Regular & Diet- 1 liter 
- plus tax & dep.
Thursday, September 26
LADIES' NIGHT
* FREE ADMISSION FOR ALL LADIES *
Friday, September 27
LIVE WZON BROADCAST
10:3 Park Street - (Formerly Time Out)
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday - 7 p.m. to 12:15 a.m.
US 
..• • .1. 
.1.-1•00 t.
Thomas College shoots
past UMO soccer, 1-0
P'
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
WATERVILLE — The UMO soccer
team outshot Thomas College 13-3, but
the Black Bears' opponent only needed
one to post a 1-0 victory Wednesday
afternoon at Thomas.
The loss breaks the Black Bears vic-
tory streak at three. UMO, now 4-2, is
traveling to Boston University for a game
Friday night. They have a home game
Sunday against Central Connecticut
State College.
Division III Thomas continues to roll
at 5-1.
The lone goal came in at the 28:36
point in the second half. Thomas for-
ward Mike Lunquist broke into a Maine
defense that didn't allow a shot on goal
for the first half. Lunquist scored the
game winner. -
"They (Thomas) won the ball at mid-
field," Maine goalie Jeff Spring said.
They drove the ball past two defenders
and got it to a guy (Lunquist) coming
down the left side.
"Our corner tried to cut off his angle
and I came out. I just missed it with my
left hand. It went into the left corner of
the net."
UMO coach Jim Dyer said he felt the
Black Bears outplayed Thomas, keeping
the ball on the opponent's side of the
field.
"I thought we played very well,"
Dyer said. "They played many back on
defense. It was hard to penetrate We
created some chances and just couldn't
finish them off."
The Black Bears tryed to attack
Thomas from the corner, but goalie
Doug Long stopped the 10 shots that
came his way. It was Long's fourth
shutout of the season.
Football team loses its
mistakes the hard way
by Jon Rumrnler
Staff Writer
What do you do if your football team
has the nasty habit of making mental
mistakes at the most inopportune times?
Run it out of them. In the aftermath
of Saturday's 34-14 loss to the
University of Rhode Island, UMO foot-
ball coach Buddy Teevens has given up
hoping the mistakes of games past will
just disappear. For every mistake made
in practice, the offender must do a
40-yard sprint.
"I did 14 of them yesterday," UMO
quarterback Bob Wilder said Tliesday.
"We've just been making too many
mistakes. V* didn't play as bad as the
score would indicate Saturday. We just
gave it to them."
The Black Bears had 13 penalties for
95 yards against URI. That, plus many
misalignments, prematurely ended many
UMO offensive drives while also clear-
ing the air for the URI passing attack.
Coupled with the 25 penalties in the
first, two games for loses totaling 183
yards, Teevens said after the URI game,
"This is ridiculous. We would start to do
something well and then we would break
down. I've got to figure out
something."
Whether or not Teeven's solution -- the
running -- does the trick should be
evident when the Black Bears play host
to Boston University Saturday at Alumni
Field.
(see F'00TR4LL page 12)
This Week At
THE CAMPUS CORNER:
Wed. Sept 25th - 7pm
James Bond Night
"Never Say Never Again"
-"For Your Eyes Only'
506 Admission
Thurs. Sept 26th - 7pm
DJ and Dancing - Non Alcoholic
FREE Admission This Week
Fri. Sept 27th - 7pm
Friday Night Pub
Beer-Nachos-MTV
---ID Required---
Sat. Night Sept 28th
"Joy Spring Jazz Quartet"
$2.00 Admission
Refreshments Available Every Night
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THOMAS ROTH
Hirundo, a pleasant trip back to nature
It's getting to the point these days
that no matter where we look, all we
can see are high-rise buildings and
black-top parking lots. Development
has increased so drastically that our
forests are being stripped bare and the
wild animals are getting pushed
farther and farther away.
It is enlightening, however, to be
able to go to a place where develop-
ment stops, and wildlife abounds.
This special place is known as the
Hirundo Wildlife Refuge.
The Hirundo Wildlife Refuge,
located 41/2 miles east of Interstate 95
on Route 43 in Alton and Old Town,
was created in 1968 by a man named
Oliver LaRouche. Named after the
taxonomical classification for the
swallow, (which abound in the
refuge), this 378-acre tract of land is
home to Mr. LaRouche, his wife June,
and their yellow lab, Amber.
LaRouche is truly a Down East
character. While interviewing him on
his porch overlooking Pushaw
Stream, myself, and classmate Jeff
Davis were kept in constant stitches
by his hilarious anecdotes.
Graduating in 1949 from UMO,
LaRouche, an electrical engineer
major, went to work for art.E. in
Massachusetts designing military
components.
It was there that his interest in
wildlife sparked. His close friend,
Parker C. Reed, introduced him to
Harvard's ornithological society, the
Nuttall Club. There he heard lectures
on numerous species of wild birds
and also began to band birds for
research.
After he retired, LaRouche pur-
chased the land that is now Hirundo.
His plan was to create a refuge for
wildlife that was as diverse as possi-
ble, thus insuring that a wide variety
of species would exist there. Evidence
of this diversity is seen in the bog,
swamp, spruce-fir forest, flood plain,
growth field, mown field, and pond
that are present in the 378 acres.
LaRouches largest project was to
create a pond as a water source for the
animals, and a habitat for fish and
aquatic plants. After a considerable
amount of planning and man hours,
his pond, the focal point of the
refuge, was complete.
Other areas of interest in Hirundo
are the color-coded trails for nature
walking and cross-country skiing.
They are well marked, cleared, and
easy to walk.
Animals present in the refuge are
too numerous to list, however, they
range from moose to chipmunk.
Quite often, deer, bear, fox, and many
other species are sighted, along with
an abundance of songbirds, ducks,
and swallows. Nesting boxes for birds
such as swallows and ducks are
located throughout the refuge. Cur-
rently there are 26 duck nesting boxes,
and 123 tree swallow nesting boxes.
One very interesting program
Hirundo has is work sanctions for
students who break university policy.
LaRouche oversees these students as
they perform such tasks as clearing
trails, moving rocks, and packing the
snow down for cross-country skiers.
Hirundo is now owned as a trust
property by the University of Maine.
It is subject to trust conditions; that
is, no dorms or parking lots may be
built on it, it can not be sold, and it
is forever to remain as a refuge for
wildlife.
Funds for the refuge are raised
through the sale of bird nests and
feeders that are built by students.
LaRouche purchases the supplies and
profits are matched three to one by
a grant from G.T.E. Sylvania.
The Hirundo Wildlife Refuge is
open year round for UMO faculty,
staff, and students, and from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. for the general public.
LaRouche asks that all guests register
at gate 3 before entering the refuge
and that they, "..don't pick anything,
just leave footprints." For those
interested in more information on the
refuge, the telephone number for
Hirundo is 1-394-4681.
The Hirundo Wildlife Refuge is an
area for all to enjoy and the man who
created it, Oliver LaRouche, is as
diverse and enjoyable as the refuge
itself.
Thomas Roth is a sophomore
wildlife management major at UMO.
His column will appear biweekly
discussing topics such as conserva-
tion, wildlife, hunting, fishing, and
ecological concerns.
Cosell blasts Monday Night Football staff
Radnor, Pa. — Howard Cosell
recently described his former football
broadcasting partner Frank Gifford as
a "Teflon man;" said Don Meredith
was rarely prepared for game broadcasts,
and ended up feeling " sorry" for his
friend O.J. Simpson on "Monday Night
Football."
Cosell said during a recent interview
in TV Guide he has mixed feelings
about Gifford, a man he describes as
having led a charmed life. Gifford, he
said, has "worked diligently to achieve
everything he has." He is critical of
Gifford as a journalist and a broad-
caster, saying his greatest talent is not in
broadcasting. "He is what he is, a
physically attractive man with a
matchless ability to charm almost
everybody he meets," he said.
Because Gifford is such a pleasant
personality, Cosell said, he seldom is
controversial." Like President Reagan,
he is a Teflon man; no matter how many
mistakes he makes during a telecast, no
matter how glaring his weaknesses as a
performer, nothing sticks to him. The When ABC decided to drop Frank
Television sports critics, wooed by his_Tlirkenton, Cosell said, he was not con-
smooth off-camera personality, generally suited when the network named O.J.
rave about him, rarely taking him to his Simpson as his replacement. "Thanks to
task on purely objective standards," all the commercials Juice was getting, I
he writes.
Cosell is equally tough on Meredith,
saying he was rarely prepared for game
broadcasts and substituted for his lack
of knowledge by singing songs or talk-
ing to the created "friend" Harley
Smydlapp. The unpreparedness, Cosell
said, irritated Gifford "who always
worried about his friend's state of mind
and how cooperative he'd be during a
telecast."
He said Gifford was not the best play-
by-play man in the business. "He is not
in the same league with NBC's Dick
Enberg or CBS's Pat Summerall, once
his Giants' teammate. His voice is thin
and monotonic, and he is incapable of
using it with rhythm and pace for
dramatic effect. In addition, he stumbles
over words, and it's not uncommon for
him to lose his train of thought," he
said.
•
While the press enjoyed Meredith's
unpredictability, Cosell said, the former
Dallas quarterback had difficulty
reconciling what he wanted to be. "He's
uncertain about himself, and it produces
a behavior pattern that I call 'Texas
Cruel: There's a mean streak in him, and
it was hard to figure out just when it
would manifest itself, " he writes.
Even after Meredith's three-year hiatus
from the Monday night grid telecasts to
concentrate on acting, Cosell said he
never saw any perceptible change in him.
On the air, Cosell said, Meredith would
appear to be enjoying Gifford's
comments, but off-camera he would
make remarks about Gifford's
performance.
thought his speech was improving, and
he could handle the assignment. I was
wrong. Once again, except in rare in-
stances, it was a mistake to take a jock
and put him on the air, and I
ended up feeling sorry for the man,"
he said.
Cosell said he had known Simpson
since the All-American's undergraduate
days at Southern California and they
became close when Simpson was a Sun-
day host of "Wide World of Sports" and
he visited the Cosell family regularly
after the telecasts. Even then Simpson
said his ambition was to do "Monday
Night Football," with Cosell.
Sunday Worship
PARENT WEEKEND
CELEBRATION
11 m. Lown Room, Union
+ The Maine Christian Asso
+ Tom Chittick, chaplain
ATTENTION FRESHMEN
The Freshman Registers are now in
and can be picked up at the
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
Located in the Memorial Union. Also,
Freshmen guys and girls do not
forget that September 27 is National
Kiss-AnAll-Maine-Woman-Or-Senior-
NEED A PLACE TO SAY WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND?
We offer groups for:
*Communication *Life Transitions
*Adolescents *and many more
Personal Growth and Development Center
Sign up by Sept. 30, 203 Shibles Hall, 581-2499
Open to part-time students and community members.
_
01.
-A -
ph
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Jays lose ground
TORONTO (AP) — Rookie
Mike GrTnwell's first major-
league homer, a two-run blast in
the 13th inning, powered the
Boston Red Sox to a 4-2 victory
over the Toronto Blue Jays
Wednesday night.
The loss, coupled with the New
York Yankees' win, cut Tbronto's
American League East lead to six
games. The Blue Jays' magic
number remained at six.
Bill Buckner started the inning
with a double to shallow left field.
Greenwell then drilled a 1-0 pitch
over the right-field fence against
reliever John Cerutti, 0-1, the
seventh Tbronto pitcher.
Right-hander Steve Crawford,
who started the 10th for the Sox,
improved to 6-4. Tim Lollar got
the last three outs for his first save.
SPORTS ABOUND
Yanks beat Tigers
NEW YORK (AP) — Joe Nikro
won his first game as a Yankee as
Don Mattingly drove in four runs,
two on a home run, and New York
beat the Detroit Tigers 10-2
Wednesday night.
Niekro, 1-1 since coming to the
Yankees from Houston on Sept. 12
to join his brother Phil, allowed
four hits in five innings' work
before being forced to leave with
a bruised right shin.
LA loses to Astros
HOUSTON (AP) — Kevin Bass
hit his 14th homer of the season in
the 10th inning to rally the
Houston AStrcis to a 6-4 victory
over the Los Angeles Dodgers
Wednesday night.
Jim Pankovits singled to right
field before Bass broke the 4-4 tie
with a homer over the right field
fence off reliever ibm Niedenfuer,
7-6 Julio Solano, 2-2, pitched the
10th inning and got the victory.
Reds lose to Braves
CINCINNATI (AP) — Rookie
third baseman Wade Rokvdon's two
throwing errors in the 11th inning
allowed the winning run to score
as the Atlanta Braves posted a 4-2
win over the Cincinnati Reds
Wednesday night.
The first-place Los Angeles
Dodgers also lost so the Reds are
still six games behind.
Gene Garber, 6-6, pitched two
innings, allowing one hit, to gain
credit for the victory. Rick Camp
stopped the Reds in the 11th for his
-third save.
Cards win again
St LOUIS (AP) — Tommy
Herr hit a three-run homer and
Vince Coleman stole three bases
and scored three runs, leading the
St. Louis Cardinals to their sixth
straight triumph, a 6-3 decision
over the Philadelphia Phillies
Wednesday night.
Mets lose to Cubs
CHICAGO (AP) — Pinch-
hitter Chris Speier's two-out single
in the bottom of the ninth inning
scored Dave Lopes from third base
and lifted the Chicago Cubs to a
5-4 victory over the New York Mets
on Wednesday.
The loss, combined with St.
Louis' win over Philadelphia,
dropped the Mets four games
behind the first-place Cardinals in
the National League East.
General Student
Senate Elections
Thursday, Sept. 26
Vote for Fraternity,
Graduate, and
Off-campus Senators
in Len gyel Gym lobby
9:30 - 3:30
Vote for On-Campus
Senators in your
complex dining
commons
From 11 -1
4:30 - 6:00
4.
•nr
S Football
After three games, the 2-1 Black Bears
lead their opponents in almost every
statistical category. The one major
blemish however is that the opposition
has averaged 295.3 yards passing per
game to UMO's 198.3 ypg.
In the other major categories, UMO
has outrushed the opposition 89.3 to
63.3, and has an edge in total offense of
92.7 to 77.7.
The Black Bears strong quarter seems
to be the third. UMO has outscored the
opponents 24-6. The lackluster quarter
is the fourth. Maine has been outscored
13-2.
The quarterback Wilder is 54-of-109
for 595 yards. He has four interceptions
and 6 TD. His passing efficiency rating
is 106.5.
Doug Dorsey leads the UMO backs
with 258 yards rushing. He has 4 TD and
a 4.1 per carry average Dorsey is also
tied with wide receiver Sergio Hebra in
scoring with 24 total points. Hebra, a
wide receiver, leads the team in catches
with 17. He has 283 yards with 4 TD.
Doug Gsell is the second leading
receiver with 15 catches for 161 yards.
Gsell injured an ankle against URI and
is questionable for Saturday's game
against BU.
The kicking game has also been solid
with field goal kicker Pete Borjestedt
and punter Jeff Topliff. Borjestedt is
10-for-10 PAT and 2-for-3 at the three
pointers. Borgestedt missed his first FG
against URI, the 45 yarder attempt was
long enough but went wide right.
Topliff continues to scrape the sky
with a 41.3 average off 20 boots. His
longest is a 58 yarder against American
International College.
On the defensive side of the ball,
linebacker Jamie Keefe and cornerback
Jay Davenport lead the Black Bears in
total tackles. Davenport has 21 while
Keefe has 18.
Strong safety Steve Costello has 17
total tackles. He also leads the team in
pass breakups with three.
Linebacker Steve Donahue leads the
team in fumble recoveries with two. Free
safety Tbm DiGeronimo leads the teams
in interceptions with three.
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